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1 Introduction 

At the present time interest in the study of charge-nonsymmetrical muonic 
complexes like H11Z (II= p, d, i; Z= 3

•
4He, 6

•
7Li, 7 Be, ... ) (1-10] has signifi

cantly risen. It is connected with appearance of real possibility of measuring 
the characteristics of fusion reactions in the ultra-low(~ keV) energy range of 
relative motion of nuclei. This will allow one to solve such problems as prob
lems existing in astrophysics (11,12], verification of the hypothesis concerning 
charge symmetry in strong interactions ·for the energy range mentioned 1 . 

Thus, application of muon catalyzed fusion to investigations of nuclear reac
tions in the keV energy region seems to be more promising than the traditional 
method. Due to very small cross-sections for the processes under investigation 
( ~ 10-4o - 10-45 cm2 ) and insufficient beam intensity, investigation of nuclear 
reactions in single collisions is not practical. 
The present work is devoted to description of the rate of nuclear synthesis in 
dµHe complex as well as optimization of experiments with a deuterium-helium 
mixture (D2+3 He). The aim of these experiments is to obtain information 
about rates of deexcitation and decay of muonic complexes ( dµ 3

•
4He) together 

with partial rates for nuclear fusion inside these complexes 2 • 

2 Scheme of muonic processes in D 2+He mixture 

Figure 1 presents a scheme of muonic processes occurring in the D2+3He mix
ture after the negative muon stopped in it. Muon transfer from muonic atoms 
dµ to He nuclei occurs via creation of an intermediate µ-molecular dµ He com
plex in the excited state with the orbital momentum J = 1 (term 2pa): Sub
sequently, the complex decays to· a Heµ atom and a deuteron (predissociation 
channel) with the rate,\~ or deexcites to the ground state lsa with emission 
of the 6.85 keV X-ray or Auger electron. The rates of the deexcitation process 
are >,.; and >,.;, respectively. The total rate >,.aec = ,\~ + ,\! + >,.; is the decay 
rate of the dµHe complex in the state with J = 1. The complex in the ground 
state lsa decays to hydrogen isotope nucleus and to a muonic atom He in the 

1 In nuclear fusion reactions in charge-nonsymmetrical muonic complexes the as
trophysical range of energies (~ keV) is realized [13,14). 
2 Choice of the dµHesystem forexperimental investigations is motivated by a large 
number of theoretical studies on this complex (in comparison with other charge-
nonsymmetrical complexes) [3,10,15). · 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of muonic processes in the D2+3 He mixture 



ground state ls (see Fig. 2) 3 . 

Apart from these decay channels from 2pa, a rotational transition to the state 
with J = 0 or a fusion reaction inside the complex with the rate >.l are also 
possible: 

ditle ➔ p + a + /L + 18.:35 Mt..Y, 

---+ 5 Li11 +-y(l6.4 MeV). 
dµ4 He ➔ 6 Liµ + -y(l.48 MeV). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In the state with J = 0 ( as in the state with J = 1) the nuclear fusion reaction 
with the rate >.? and the decay process with the rate >.~re = >.~ + >.~ + >.~ in 
the above-mentioned channels are also possible. 
Because the transition between the states with J = 1 and J = 0 occurs via 
collision of the complt>x with molecules (atoms) of the mixture, the population 
of the d113 He complex in the stat~ with J = 0 is a function of the mixture 
density. 
Papers [8,9] present different schemPs of the 1-0 transition 4 • According to [8], 
the 1-0 transition is realized in tlw form of a two-stage reaction: 

i) creation of a neutral quasi-atom of helium, the rate of this process is >.11 = 2· 
1013 s- 1 (normalized to liquid hydrogen density (LHD), 11 0 4.25 · 
1022 cm-3): 

(4) 

ii) an external Auger effect with tlw rate >,Ax~g = 8.5 • 1011 s- 1: 

[(dµHe)t,!2e) + D(D2) ➔ [(dµHe)t.!2e} +D(D2 )+ + e." (5) 
J=t · J=O 

Paper [9] (in its authors' opinion) presents a full sclwme of the 1-0 transition 
(see Fig. 3): 

(M1e)+ + D2 ➔ (Moe)++ Df + e, 

(M1e)+ + D2 + X ➔ (M 1tiD2)+ + X, 
(M1e)+ +He+ X ➔ (M1r::He)+ + X, 

(M1r::)+ + He---+(M1er::j+ + He+, 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(!>) 

3 A more detailed description of muonic. processes occurring in the D2+3 He mixture 
can be found in (3,4,7,9,10,15) and references therein. 
4 The processes determining the 1-0 transition in (8) a:re a part of the br~nched 
scheme of all possible processes [9) in the rotational 1-0 transition. 
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(M1eD2t + He-+ (l\1ieHe)+-+: D2, 

(M1eHet + He-+ (l\fiee) +He+, 

(M1eD2)+--+ (Moe)+ Df + e, 

(l\I1elle)+ + D2--+ (l\Ioelle)+ + Df + e, 

(M1ee) + D2--+ (Moee) + Df + e, 

(10) 

(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 

where M1 = (dpHe)J=1; Mo= (dµHe)J=Di X = D2, He. 
All the following considerations will be connected to these two variants of the 

1-0 transition scheme: 

a) two-stage transition 1-0 (8] (processes (9) and (14)), 
b) all processes in the 1 ~o transition (9]. 

Because the nuclear reaction can proceed in the states with J = 1 and J = 0, 
the yield of this reaction will be determined by the partial rates from these 
states and by the population of these states while the reaction takes place 

5 
. 

The yield of the X-rays will be determined by the partial rates of the complex 
radiative_ decay from the states J = 0, 1 (A~, A~), and the effective rate of the 

1-0 transition (>-10)-
This means that the variables A?, Al, ). 10 can.be found by joint analysis of the 
experimentally measured yields and time distribution of the reaction (1)-(.3) 
products and the X-ray. The following formulae are used: 

dNPhl _ dN~hl dN~hl 
dt-dt+dt= 

T 'V. Aform (\I .>.10A?,p(-y)) -,\ t 
= nµ q1.t d€p(-y)----:X- "f,p(-y) + Ao · e 

1 
; 

4 dee 

dNx dN~ dN~ 
dt = dt + dt = 

= n T W Arorm (Ai + >-10A~) . -.\it. 
µ qi. d€x A -., . Ao e , 

- 4 ~ . . 

NPhl = N~(-rl + N~hl = np(-rl · T; 

N~=N~+ N~ = nx · T; 

Aform ( 1 .>.10A?,p(-y)) 
np(-r) = nµq1.WdEp(-rl'f>: Af,p(-y) + Ao i 

I 4 dee 

5 According to theoretical estimations, >.1,p(-ri/ >-?,p(-y) ~ 10-2 + 10-3 {9]. 
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(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 



n - W. ).form ( 1 >.10>.
0

) x - nµqls d€x-- ). + __ 'Y· • 

>-1>.4 'Y >.0 ' dee 

- ).n).A.~gcp2CdCHe 
>.10 = (\I \ ext C \ C ) 11dee + 11Aug'P d + 11n'P He 

(according to [8]); 

). _ >.c1>.t!g'PCd 
10 - ( \ I \ int \ C 

11dee + 11Aug + 11~l'P d) 
( according to [9]); 

~I= >-rorm + >-o + >.ddµ'PWd/3Cc1; 

>-rorm = ·>.1He'PCHe; 
I -

).4 = ).dee + ). 10, 

{20) 

{21) 

(22) 

(23) 

{.24) 

(25) 

where nµ is the µ-stop intensity in the mixture, >.0 is the free muon decay 
rate (>.o = 0.455 · 106 s- 1 

), >.fie is the rate of muon transition between the dµ 
atom and the He nucleus, CHe and Cd are the helium and deuterium atomic 
concentrations in the mixture, -c:Ph) is the registration efficiency for· protons 

(, quanta) from reaction (1), cp is the mixture density,· >.10 ·is effective'rate 

of the 1-0 transition ih the·dµHe system, >-:(o()) are partial rates of nuclear 
. ,P "'Y 

fusion in the complex in the states with J = l and J = 0 in the proton and , 
channels respectively (for the dµ 3 He system - reactions (1) and (2), for df.t 4 He 

- reaction 3)), q1• is the probability that the dµ atom created in the .. ~xcited 
states reaches the ground level, Wd is the probability of direct capture of a 
muon by a deuterjum atom in.the mixture (Wd = (1 + ACHe/(l - CHe))-1 , 

where A= 1.7 ± 0.2 [16] is the fraction ofprob-abilities of direct capture by 
a deuterium atom and helium), Ex is the X-ray registration efficiency, >.ddµ is 
the rate of the adµ molecule formation, {3 is the relative probability of muon 
sticking to helium nuclei from the dd-reaction, T is the total exposure time. 
Formulae (i5)-(20) were obtained 'under the assumption that >.!~~l, >. 10 » 
>-rorm, >.o, >.t<

0
l, >.ddµ and correspond to times t » 1/>.!~~l. All the following 

considerations and calculations will concern processes in D2+3 He mixture. 
The formulae for proton and X-ray yields (normalized to one complex) have 
the form: 

}". _ 1 ( I >.10>.?,p(-y)) . 
. Pbl - ;;- >-c,p('YJ + >.o , 

4 ,dee 

1 ( J ).10).~) Yx = T >.'Y_ + ~ . 
4 . dee 

(26) 

(27) 
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3 Results of the optimization 

One can s~e from (16)-(l!J) that i11formation about t.he parameters >.?Ph)' 

.x.:,Ph)' >.10 can be obtainecr only under the assumption that the values of IVd, 
, 1(0) , k 6 Wd, qls, "dee, nµ, Ep(-y), Ex, llforrn, ).I are ·nown . 

Figures 4a-b show calculated dependP'!cies of: a) t.he proton yield from reac
tion (1) and b) the X-ray (equatio11s (26),(27), as a function of the mixture 
.dP,nsity. Figures 4c-d show analogous dependencies for one muon stopped in 
the D2+3 He mixture (equations (17)-(20)). 
Figure 5 shows dependence of the effective rate of the 1-0 transition on density 
for two schemes of the 1-0 transition. 
The results are obtained for the above-mentioned schemes of the 1-0 transition 
and for the variable values 7 

: 

nµ = 2.5 · 104 /LS!.op/s; Wd = 0.92 [16]; 

>.tc = 7 · 10 11 s- 1
, >.~ = 1.52 · 10 11 s- 1

; 

).~ec = 5.9 · 1011 s-1; >.~ = 1.72 · 1011 s- 1 

(the results of averaging some theoretical investigations seP [3.10] and refer
ences therein); . 

>-n = 2. 1013 s- 1 [8]; 

>.c1 = 3. 1013 s-1 [9]; 

>.~He= LS· 108 s- 1 [19]; 

).ext. _ 8 _5 . 101 I 5-I [8]· 
Aug-. · · , 

>.int = 5. 1011 s-1 [9]· 
A~1g .. · , 

).dd1, = 0.04 · 106 
S-t [20] 

(the values of >.~He and >.ddi, for Hw density region r.p from Oto l _wPn' treated 
as constant and equal to thP corresponding values for :30 K) 8 ; 

W<1 = 0.122 [21]; {3 = 0.58 [21}; CHe = 0.05; Cd= 0.95: 

6 The variables ..\1 -and Aform are fourid indirectly from tlu.' analysis of the time 
distribution of muonic X-rays (6.85 keV): Aform ~ ..\1 - ..\o - ..\;id,,'P11C<1Wd. 
7 During the calculations of proton and iuuonic X-ray yiPlds the q1, va.luPs from 
[17,18] recalculated for our conditions were used. 
8 The experimental programme for ii1vestigatiou of thP d1dle molPCu]P properties 
suggests performance of experiments in such a. condition. 
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cp = 0.3; Ex = 5 · 10-3
• 

Besides, the dashed lines in Figures 4a-4 and ,5 show an analogous dependence 
of Yr( ip ), Yx( ip) and >. 10 ( ip ), calculated for the helium concentration CHe = 0.1. 
Also, figures 4a, 4b show this dependence for a simplified scheme of the 1-0 
transition (two-stage processes including (7) and (12)) 9 . It is worth mention
ing that in the process of analyzing the experimental data a parametrization 
of the function >. 10 ( ip) was used: 

- 3 2 
A10(ip)=n.p +sip +tip. {28) 

This parametrization plays the role of an interpolation polynomial of the >. 10 

function. To obtain this polynomial at least three exposures to a muon beam 
for different densities ip (and for fixed helium concentration Cue) are required. 
Having found the interpolation polynomial, one can determine the real A10 

function and by comparison with the above-discussed theoretical predictions 
identify the 1-0 transition mechanism. 
Figure 6 presents the ratio Yr/ Yx as a function of the mixture density for the 
mechanisms [8,9] of the 1-0 transition and two sets of >.?,r and >.},P ~alues: 
a) >.?,r = 106 s-1; >.f,r = 104 s- 1

; b) >.?,r = 105 s-1; ,\},P = 103 s-1. 
As is seen, by measuring the ratio for some values of ip one can clearly identify 
the mechanism of the 1-0 transition. 
The dependence of proton yields from fusion in the dµ3 He system and the 
muonic X-rays on the effective rate of the 1-0 transition for the two consid
ered mechanisms of the 1-0 transition is shown in figures 7a,b. 

Now we briefly discuss the procedure of choosing the optimal conditions for 
the experiment for each ~f the above-mentioned mechanisms of the 1-0 tran
sition 10

• The choice of optimal conditions consists in searching for three or 
more values of the mixture density in the range from O to 1 by the least squares. 
method: 

x: = t. (N~(exp) - n~(theor)11)2 

i=l (ub)2 
(29), 

2 _ t. (N!(exp) - ni (theor)7:) 2 

X2-._ (ui)\ ' '(k~3); 
1-1 X 

(30) 

9 According to [9], in the experimental condition <p ~ !).l, C11e ~ 0.1, th~ 1-0 tran
sition can be considered as a two-stage process. In our opinion, such simplification 
is valid only for <p ~ 0.0.'i and CHe ~ 0.0S. 
10 It is assumed that the experiment will be performed at the meson factory PSI 
with the intensity of muon stops in the target nµ = 2.S -104 s-1. 
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where N~( exp), N~( exp) are the numb~rs of registered protons from reaction 
(1) and 6.85 keV X-rays for exposures with the'mixture density ip = ip;, re
spectively: 

i I O ~; 3 2 
np(theor) = f1(>.r,p, >.r,p, ,\10 = rip; + sip; + tip;, 11) (31) 

(see eq. (19)); 

i ~; 3 2 
nx(theor) = h(,\10 = rip; + sip; + tip;, 11) (32) 

(see eq. (20)). 

The values u~ = Jn~ • 11; u~ = Jn~ • 11 are the variances of the calculated 
normal distribution of registered protons and X-rays respectively: 

.Nt(exp) = n~ · T; + u~ · T/, N!(exp) = n~ · 11 + u~ · T/i 

11 is the time of statistics gathering for the exposure with the mixture density 
ip;; T/ is the random number according to normal distribution. 
The varied parameters are r, s, t, T1, T2, T3 (T = T1 + T2 + T3 is the total 
time of statistics gathering for the case with three exposures). 
During modelling the experimental conditions it was assumed that the ran
dom variables Nt(exp), N~(exp) are distributed normally with the variances 
u~ , u~ and the mean values n~11, n~11, respectively. 
Figures 8a-c present dependence of the relative errors of the parameters >.?,v, 
>.f.v, >. 10 for the optimal experiment condition on the full statistics gather
ing time in all exposures (it was assumed that the target constructed by our 
gro~p [22] and the registering apparatus [3] will be used). The target allows 
experiments with a deuterium-helium mixture in the mixture density- range 
from 0.05 to 0.23 LHD (the presence of thin kapton windows in the corpus of 
the target and the parameters of the muon beam in the µE4 channel at PSI 
determine the minimum and maximum values of the mixture density). 
Registration efficiency for protons from reaction (1) is 0.2 and for X-rays is 
5. 10-4 _ 

It is seen from· the results of optimizations (see Table 1) that the situation is 
not clear and depends significantly not only on the scheme of the 1-0 transi
tion but also on the absolute values of the nuclear fusion reaction ( 1) rate in 
the states with -J = 0 and J = 1. 
Table 1 shows results of the optimization for the case of gathering statistics 
time of 1000 h in the µE4 channel at PSI and with using registration appara
tus with parameters as [2,23}. According to this table one can determine the 
following characteristics -of the muonic complex: 
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b) >.0f v· = 105 _s-:1., );f1 = 103 s-1; description i_s the same as for Fig Sa; 

' ·.· . ,p . 
c) creatim1 of the neutral muonic complex and external Auger pffert: 
l _:_ cp = 0.05, 2 - cp :=: 0.18, 3 - cp = 0.23; 
f~!II scheme of the 1-0 tra.nsitil?n: , 
4 -- cp = 0.05, 5-:-:- cp = 0.15, 6 - cp = 0'.23 
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(1) The rate of nuclear fusion in the dµ3 He molecule from J = 0 if this rate 
{s larger than 8 • 103 s-1 and 2 • 104 s- 1 for the mechanisms [8] and [9] 
respectively. 

(2) The rate of nuclear fusion >. },P if the mechanism [8] is correct and the 
absolute value of this rate is larger than 3 • 102 s- 1 • In the other case only 
the upper limit can be determined. 

(3) The upper limit of >.},P at the 90% confidence level for the mechanism [9] 
of the 1-0 transition. This limit is determined not only by the ·absolute 
value of >-1,P but also by the ratio >./,P/>-?,P (see Table 1). 

It is worth 'mentioning that these considerations are only valid if the back
ground is negligible 11 . As to determination of the 1-0 transition mechanism 
by measuring >. 10 , the situation is the same. 
One can see from figures 7a-b that the intervals of measuring Yp(>. 10 ) and 
Yx(>. 10 ) correspond to the 1-0 transfer mechanisms [8],[9] and the same region 
of density variations do not overlap, which means that it is possible to deter
mine the real model of the 1-0 transition. Information about the variables r,s,t 
(see eq. (28)) is that additional information which helps reveal the physical 
meaning of the 1-0 transition. 
For understanding the potential possibilities of reducing the lower limit of 
nuclear fusion cross-section measurements in the complex we optimized the 
experiments for the mixture density range from O to 1. We do not list all 
technical probiems concerning this investigation in the density range 0-1 with 
the regist~ation apparatus with parameters analogous to [3,22] 12 • Figures 9a-c 
shoyv dependencies of relative errors of the parameters >.f,p, >./,P and A10 on 
the total statistics gathering time for the considered experimental set-up. 
Tables· l and 2 show that sensibility of further investigations of the muonic 
complexes in the D2+3He mixture will be determined by two factors, first - im
portance of physical problem and second - cost of creation of the experimental 
set-up working in such a wide range of mixture density. 

11 The background level measured in the test experiments (4] in µE4 channel at PSI 
shows that after some modification of the registering system [3] it is possible to 
reduce the background to a negligibly small value. 
12 Creation of universal experimental set-up working in such a wide range of mixture 
density (0.001 « <p « l) is a complex task. For example, work at low densities 
(~ 0.001) of the deuterium helium mixture requires using the mixture in the form 
of magnetic bottle. 
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Table l: Results of the projected experiments optimization - our cryogenic target: r.p == 0.05-:-0.23 (T == 1000h) (* - two stage 1-0 
transition: formation of a ~eutral helium quasi-atom and external Auger effect; ** - full scheme of the 1-0 transitio:1 processes) 

,, 
upper limit, 

,;-

,\?,p; ,\/ ,P 6,\?,p, 6,\f,p,. 0-\10 ('P1); 0-\10 (,p2), 0-\10 (,p3), 'f'I 'f'2 'P3 1-0 90% CL 

s-• % .% % % % trarl8it. ,\1,p, ,\},p, 

s-1 s-1 
'' 

106; 10◄ 8.8 ' 15.8 · 52.6 8.1 8.0 . 0.05 0.18 0.23 * 
16.4 >iOO 1.2 1.2 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** l.l. 105 

105; 103 27.9 50.0 · 52.6 8.1 8.0 0.05 0.18 0.23 * 
39.4 >100 1.2 1.2 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** 1.1. 105 

5, 104; 5. 102 . 39.4 70.6 52.6 . 8.1 8.0 0.05 0.18 0.23 * 
71.8 >100 1.2 1.2 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** 1.1. 105 

104; 102 88.2 >100 52.6 8.1 8.0 0.05 0.18 0.23 * 3.0 · 102 

>100 >100 1.2 1.2, 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** 3.1 · 104 l.l. 105 

5 · 103
; 5. 101 >100 >100 52.6 8.1 8.0 0.05 0.18 0.23 * 1.3. 104 2.0 · 102 

>100 >100 1.2 1.2 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** 1.8. 104 1.1. 105 

2. 103 ; 2·.10 1 >JOO >100 52.6 8. 1 · 8.0 0.05 0.18 0.23 • 7.0. 103 l.l. 102 

>100 / >100 1.2 1.2 . 1.9 0.05 0.15 0.23 ** 1.1, 104 1.1. 105 . 



t.:> 
0 

Table 2: Results of the D2 +3 He experiment optirpization - general case: <p = 0 + l (T = 1000 h) (* -, two stage 1-0 transition: 
formation of a neutral, helium quasi-atom and external Auger effect; ** - full scheme of the 1-0 transition processes) 

upper limit, 

t\?,P; . A?,P .s"r.p, ot\l_p, o>.10 (cp1), o>-10 (cp2), o>-10 (cp3), 'f'I 'f'2 'P3 1-0 90% CL 

s-1 % % % % % transit. (t\?,P), (.,\l,p), 

s-1 s-1 

106; 104 4.0 13.6 63.4 2.9 3.1 0.043 0.82 1.0 * 
5.4 95 8.1 6.5 8.6 0.0039 0.69 1.0 ** 2.2. 104 

105; 103 12.7 43.1 50.4 2.8 2.9 0.048 0.81 1.0 * 

17.2 >100 16.0 8.6 10.6 0.0023 0.75 1.0 ** 4.8 · 103 

5 -104; 5. 102 18.0 60.9 55.1 2.8 3.0 0.046 0.81 1.0 * 

24.3 >100 18.l 9.0 11.0 0.0021 0.76 1.0 ** 3.4 . 103, 

104; 102 40.2 >100 60.5 2.9 3.0 0.044 0.82 1.0 * 2.7. 102 

54.3 >100 19.3 9.3 11.2 0.0020 0.76 1.0 ** 3.0 · 103 

5. 103 ; 5. 101 56.9 >100 60.5 2.9 3.0 0.044 0.82 1.0 * 1.7. 102 

79.6 >100 20.7 9.5 11.5 0.0019 0.77 1.0 ** 3.0: 103 

2 · 103
; 2 -101 88.9 >100 63.4 2.9 3.1 0.043 0.82 1.0 * 1.0 · 102 

>100 >100 20.7 9.5 11.5 0.0019 0.82 1.0 ** 5.1 · 103 3.0 · 103 
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Eh1crpHUKH11 B.M., IleHhKOB <l>.M., <l>HJIHnosHq M. 
Meron HCCJie}:IOBaHmI auepHhlX peaKUHfi 
B 3apllJ:IOBO-HeCHMMeTpHqHhlX MIOOHHhIX KOMIUieKcax 

E15-98-242 

TTpe/lJIO)KeH MCTOJ:I 3KCnepHMeHTaJlhHOro onpe;:ieJJeHHJI CKopocrefi peaKUllll auepttoro 
CHHTe3a B dµHe-MoneKynax B COCTOJIHmIX C J = I H J = 0 (J - op6HTaJlhHhlll MOMeHT 
CHCTeMhl), a TaK)Ke 3<p<peKTHBHOll CKOpOCTH BpamaTCJJhHOro nepexona Me)KJ:ly 3THMH COCTO
JIHHJIMH. TTOKa3aHO, qro HH!pOpMaumi 06 HCKOMhlX napaMerpax MO)KCT 61,rr1, nafi;:iena nyreM 
ana.nma BhlXOJ:10B H BpeMeHHhlX pacnpe;:ieJJeHHll npOJ:IYKTOB peaKUHfi JIJ:lepttoro CHHTe3a 
B dµHe-MoneKynax (npOTOHOB; y-KBaHTOB), a TaK)Ke MIO-peHTreHOBCKOro Hlllyqenmi 
(Ex= 6,85 K3B), H3MepeHHhlX B 3KcnepHMeHTax npH rpex (H 6onee) pallIHqHI,IX 3HaqeHHJIX 

IUIOTHOCTH D2 + He-cMecH. TTpose;:iena OilTHMH3aumI 3KCnepHMeHTOB, 3anJiaHHpOBaHHblX 

Ha Me30HHOll q,a6pHKe PSI (lllBefiuapHll), C UCJJhlO nonyqenmi npeUH3HOHHOll HH!pOpMaUHH 
06 HCKOMhlX napaMerpax B npe/lJIO)KeHHH peaJIH3aUHH pa3JIHqHhlX MexaHH3MOB 1 ➔ 0-nepe-
xo;:ia. 

Pa6ora BhlilOJIHeHa B Jla6oparopHH JIJ:lepHblX npo6neM OlUJ:11. 

TTpenpHHT O61.e)lHHeHHOfO HHCTHryra l!JlepH!,IX HCCJle)l0BaHHii. lly6tta, 1998 

Bystritsky V.M., Filipowicz M., Pen'kov F.M. 
Method of Investigation of Nuclear Reactions 
in Charge-Nonsymmetrical Complexes 

E15-98-242 

A method for experimental determination of the nuclear fusion rates in the dµHe 
molecules in the states with J = 0 and J = I (J is. the orbital momentum of the system) 
and of the effective rate of transition· between these states (rotational transition 1-0) 
is proposed. It is shown that information on the desired characteristics can be found 
from joint analysis of the time distribution and yield of products of nuclear fusion 
reactions in deuterium-helium muonic molecules and muonic X-ray obtained 
in experiments with the D

2 
+ He mixture at three (and more) appreciably different 

densities. The planned experiments with the D
2 
+ He mixture at the meson facility PSI 

(Switzerland) are optimized to gain more accurate information about the desired 
parameters on the assumption that different mechanisms for the 1-0 transition 
of the dµHe complex are realized. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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